Incorporating The Effect Of Root Systems Of Forest Species Into Spatially Distributed Models Of Shallow Landslides
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Abstract: In this paper, the stability model SINMAP was applied to a mountainous study area in order to include soil reinforcement exerted by root systems of forest species. Including root cohesion information in slope stability models, in fact, can lead to a better description of the shallow landsliding process and decrease the requirement for information on past landslides that is needed for model calibration. The study area is located in northern Italy (Lombardy Region) and was classified in seven forest regions with different species composition. A two-phase procedure was applied: first of all, a standard calibration approach led to a realistic and strongly-related set of parameters for each defined calibration region; secondly, multi-scenario criteria was applied in order to test different hypothetical sliding depths, with particular attention to root distribution profiles obtained from field surveys. A quantitative index (the Weighted Modified Success Rate) was used to test the results obtained by the stability model (both standard calibration and multiple scenario). The results showed that using forest categories to set up multiple calibration regions is very effective in standard calibration procedure. Moreover, potential sliding depth in each region was effectively identified at the depth where Root Area Ratio values fall below 0.1 % and the maximum available rooted soil cohesion is less than 5 kPa. In this way the multiple region calibration approach becomes feasible also when data on observed landslides are scarce and it can be used just to calibrate the hydrologic factor range.
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Introduction

Rainfall, earthquakes, storm waves, water-level changes or rapid stream erosion can induce instability phenomena on banks and hillslopes, causing hydrogeomorphological hazard phenomena such as mass movement of rock, debris or earth down slopes (Huabin et al., 2005).

Such phenomena can cause damage to people’s lives and, in countries where sloping land has been developed, they are one of the main concerns that has to face. In Italy alone, it has been estimated that about 21,000 hydrogeomorphological hazard events have occurred in recent years (www.apat.gov.it, 2003) and 44 billion Euros need to be spent (Luciani, 2008) to repair the resulting damage and control the associated risks (about 2.8% of Italian GDP in 2008; http://dati.istat.it/).

Due to the importance of hydrogeomorphologic hazards, as a consequence, the scientific community has made great efforts to develop more and more sophisticated analysis of the processes driving instability phenomena, advocating a multi-disciplinary approach (geology, engineering, forestry, etc.). In such a context, many Authors stress the positive effect of vegetation to reinforce the soil, in shallow landslides in particular (Wu and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010). In principle the action of plants has long been well known (e.g. Gilbert, 1877 cit. Marston, 2010; and Sidle, 1995; Collison and Anderson, 1996; Preston and Crozier, 1999; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003; Keim and Skaugset, 2003; Danjou et al., 2008; Wolter et al., 2010; Bathurst et al., 2010).
2005) and permits us to capture, store and analyse geographical data. This also permits the implementation of different degrees of sophisticated conceptual models, with a relatively low cost in the effort needed for the analysis.

Physically-based models are the typical approach adopted in landslide hazard mapping and, although several issues affect the modelling results, they have been proven to be very useful (e.g. Dietrich et al., 1998; Wu and Sidle, 1995; Borgia et al., 2002; Montgomery et al., 1994; Duan et al., 2000; Pack et al., 1998, 2005; Marston, 2010).

The aim of the present paper is to incorporate information from studies on the root cohesion at different soil depths into space-distributed shallow landslide models.

Root cohesion values were evaluated via tensile resistance models applied by means of root density distributions with depth and root mechanical characteristics, obtained from surveyed data and laboratory tests. Slope stability was estimated by means of one of the most used space-distributed shallow landslide models, the Stability Index Mapping, SINMAP, framework (Pack et al., 1998, 2005).

The performance of this combined approach was quantitatively measured comparing the model results with past landslides from inventory maps available for the investigated region.

### Material and Methods
#### The study area
The study area is a sub-catchment of the River Serio (Val Seriana) located 100 km north-east of Milan (Figure 1). The basin covers about 657 km² and its elevation ranges from 270 m a.s.l. as minimum at the outlet, to a maximum of 3054 m a.s.l. The mean hillslope steepness is 30°.

The lithology is mainly limestone (over 40%), dolomite rock (24%), phyllite (16%), clastic sediments (8%), micasicash (5%) and other basic rock, partially or completely outcropped or covered by eluvial and glacial deposits. A true soil map for the whole area is not available, but local studies (AA.VV., 2008) and surveys indicate that in most cases the soil types are generally forest cambisol and regosol.

“Disturbed” forests dominate lower altitudes (from 274 to 1596 m a.s.l.) where the action of man has determined their characteristics; pioneer and invasive species respectively present a significant component and the most representative species is black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.). At the same elevation belt, sweet chestnut woods cover isolated areas, indicating a former presence of this species, which in Lombardy was intensively cultivated in the past. At higher elevations, forests are characterized by oak as associations, mainly Quercus-carpinets (from 300 to 1945 m a.s.l.) and beech, which colonizes the belt between mild temperate forests and conifers (from 438 to 1894 m a.s.l.). Conifer forests are dominated by Norway spruces (Picea excelsa L.) and larch (Larix decidua Mill.) with a presence of mountain pine (Pinus mugo Turra) at highest altitudes (418 to 2317 m a.s.l.).

#### The stability model SINMAP
Stability Index Mapping model, SINMAP (Pack et al., 1998), was used to determine potential failure areas according to a physical based approach. Among the different models we chose SINMAP because, according to the user guide, “SINMAP can be used for forest planning and management, forest engineering, ...” and it has been developed within a forest context (Pack et al., 2005). The model has been used in its free GIS software MapWindow plugin (Bischetti and Chiaradia, 2010).

SINMAP couples the infinite slope stability model and the assumption of hydrologic steady state to compute pore water pressure in the soil. In the infinite slope stability approach, the Factor of Safety (FS) is (Hammond, 1992):

\[
FS = \frac{c_s + c_r + (\gamma \cdot D - \gamma_\alpha \cdot D_w) \cos^2 \beta \cdot \tan \phi}{\gamma \cdot D \cdot \sin \beta \cdot \cos \beta}
\]

(1)

where (Figure 2) \(c_s\) is the soil cohesion (kPa), \(c_r\) is the additional root cohesion (kPa), \(\gamma_s\) is the soil unit weight (kN/m³), \(\gamma_r\) is the water unit weight (kN/m³), \(D\) is the vertical soil depth (m), \(D_w\) is the vertical water depth (m), \(\beta\) is slope angle (°) and \(\phi\) is internal friction angle (°).

Hammond et al. (1992) evaluated the weight of each term in equation 1 and obtained that the most important factors to determine FS are (in top-down order): hillside angle, depth of soil, frictional angle and cohesion. They also showed that cohesion is the factor that mainly influences FS in the case of thin and steep soils, while for other cases it is the friction angle. In the case of shallow landsliding, then, root cohesion is of crucial importance, particularly in saturated conditions and in cohesionless soils.

Introducing the variables:

\[
C = \frac{c_s + c_r}{h \gamma_s}, \quad r = \frac{\gamma_w}{\gamma_s}, \quad w = \frac{D_w}{D} = \frac{h_w}{h}
\]

(2)

where \(h = D \cos \beta\) is soil thickness.

Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

\[
FS = \frac{C + \cos \beta (1 - w r) \tan \phi}{\sin \beta}
\]

(3)

Adopting the TOPMODEL approach (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) in a modified version, the relative wetness (\(w\)) is:

\[
w = \min \left( \frac{R a}{T \sin \beta}, 1 \right)
\]

(4)

where \(T\) is the transmissivity (m²/h), \(R\) is the steady state recharge that is an estimation of the lateral discharge (m/h), \(a\) is the upslope drained area per unit contour length (m²/m).

C, R, T and \(\phi\) (noted as PH in the SINMAP model) are the calibration parameters of SINMAP and they are introduced as minimum and maximum values, considered uniformly distributed. The user can decide to define a unique uniform region of application of the model with a constant set of calibration parameters (Single Calibration Region method) or identify several sub-areas in which to impose different calibration sets (Multiple Calibration Regions method).

According to the combination of the parameters, the values \(FS_{min}\) and \(FS_{max}\) can be obtained; on such a basis, to define the level of stability of the terrain, SINMAP introduces a Stability Index (SI).

The terrain where \(FS_{min}>1\) is considered stable and \(SI=FS_{min}\), where \(FS_{min}<1\) there is the possibility of failure and \(SI\) is defined as the probability of \(FS\) to be greater than 1 (Prob(\(FS\)>)1)); the terrain where \(FS_{max}>1\), that is Prob(\(FS\)>)1)=0, is considered unconditionally unstable.

 Arbitrarily, SINMAP classifies as stable the terrain where \(1.5<SI<1.25\) and quasi stable where 1.25<SI<1.0. Where 1.0<SI<0.5 and 0.5<SI<0.0, instabilities can occur with different probability; the limits SI=0.5 and SI=0.0 are called lower and upper...
threshold respectively. Where SI < 0.0, Pack et al. (1998) argued that such areas, if not failed in reality, must be held in place by forces that are not accounted for in the model (e.g. outcrops or anthropic structures) and they called them defended.

More details about SINMAP are in the original papers of Pack et al. (1998; 2005) and papers dealing with SINMAP application (e.g. Meisina and Scarabelli, 2007; Terhorst and Kreja, 2009, Deb and El-Kadi, 2009; Bischetti and Chiaradia, 2010).

Calibration parameters must be adjusted based on the characteristics of the area and by comparing model results with historical landslides. Calibrating spatially distributed models, however, is a difficult task, especially on a qualitative basis and without an automatic optimization procedure. In the case of SINMAP, the common calibration procedure consists in an iterative manual adjustment of the parameters, based on a visual qualitative assessment of the output with respect to the observed landslides plotted in a Stability Analysis chart, SA Plot (Pack et al., 2005; Deb and El-Kadi, 2009; see Figure 5).

To limit subjectivity in the calibration procedure and to quantitatively evaluate model performance, in recent years several authors have proposed a success rate index, accounting for correctly modelled unstable areas (e.g. Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Borga et al., 2002; Duan and Grant, 2000).

According to Borga et al. (2002), two types of error can be identified in modelling slope instabilities: (1) a site is identified by the model as unstable, but no evidence of instability can be observed, (2) a site is predicted as stable, but instabilities have been observed. The first type of error indicates that the model tends to over-predict areas potentially subject to shallow landsliding, whereas the second indicates that the model does not adequately describe the processes that caused the instability process.

In principle, the first type of error may not be a true error because, especially in very steep areas, the predicted unstable condition could occur in the future. The second type of error, on the other hand, may have serious consequences when the considered model is applied to hazard mapping and it must be minimized.

The most common index adopted to evaluate the performance of stability models is the so-called Success Rate (SR) (e.g. Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Borga et al., 2002; Duan and Grant, 2000), the ratio between the number of observed landslides that have actually occurred in predicted unstable areas (NU) over the total number of observed landslides (NUO):

\[ \text{SR} = \frac{\text{NU}}{\text{NUO}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

When calibration is carried out in order to maximize SR, slope failure is over-predicted (e.g. Borga et al., 2002; Casadei et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2006) and more complex indexes were proposed (Huang et al., 2006; Rosso et al., 2006). In particular Huang et al., (2006) also considered, in addition to the correctly predicted stable areas, the successfully predicted unstable areas and developed a Modified Success Rate, which is an average between the success in predicting unstable and stable areas:

\[ \text{MSR} = \frac{0.5 \text{SR}}{0.5} + \frac{0.5 S_R}{S_O} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where, in a grid-based scheme of terrain, \( S_R \) are the successfully predicted stable cells and \( S_O \) is the total number of actual stable cells.

Due to the serious consequences of errors of the first type (Carrara et al., 1995), however, Bischetti and Chiaradia (2010) suggested that the two indexes should not have the same weight and introduced a Weighted Modified Success Rate (WMSR) as a modification of Huang et al. (2006) and Rosso et al. (2006) indexes:

\[ \text{WMSR} = \frac{2 \cdot U_R}{3 \cdot U_O} + \frac{S_R}{3 \cdot S_O} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( U_O \) is the number of observed unstable cells, \( S_O \) is the number of observed stable cells, \( U_R \) is the number of rightly simulated unstable cells and \( S_R \) is the number of rightly simulated stable cells.

The WMSR index should give a strong evaluation both of the calibration procedure and of the derived stability maps, overcoming the limits of subjective analysis.

**Root cohesion estimation**

To estimate the effect of roots on soil strength, we adopted the approach of Wu (1976) and Waldrond (1977), W&W, which is the simplest and most used among those proposed in the literature. The W&W approach was coupled to the Fiber Bundle Model scheme, FBM (Pollen and Simon, 2005), to account for non-simultaneous breaking of the roots crossing the shear surface.
According to the W&W approach, root cohesion is a function of the mechanical resistance of each root element and its presence in the soil. Noting as $T_i$ (MPa) the mechanical resistance of each element (tensile strength) and as $a_i$ (mm$^2$) the area of its section, the cohesion given by the presence of roots, $c_r$, is given by (Wu, 1976; Waldron, 1977):

$$c_r = k^* \sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_i a_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $k^*$ is a parameter that takes into account the inclination of roots in the soil.

Different Authors have assumed $k^*$ values ranging from 0.7 to 1.2 (Docker and Hubble, 2008); according to Bischetti et al. (2009) we considered a conservative value of one. Equation 8 returns the maximum value of root cohesion, whereas different studies reveal that the actual root reinforcement is less than the theoretical one, because roots exert their maximum resistance at different times (Riestenberg, 1994; Norris, 2005; Docker and Hubble, 2008). The sum of the roots area per reference soil area unit is commonly called the Root Area Ratio (RAR).

The FBM approach considers a bundle of parallel fibres loaded parallel to the fibres’ direction, characterised by a statistically distributed strength. Fibres fail when the applied load exceeds a threshold value, and as consequence of failure, the load carried by the broken fibres is redistributed among the remaining intact fibres. This load redistribution consists of transferring stress from the broken to the unbroken fibres, inducing secondary failures that, in turn, induce tertiary ruptures, and so on. The failure avalanche terminates when the unbroken fibres are able to withstand the entire load or when the material collapses.

The FBM approach is affected by some critical issues (Bischetti et al., 2009), but at the moment it can be considered the most reliable in describing the process of non-simultaneous rupture of roots.

There are several ways to apply the FBM approach to the rooted soil condition (Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead, 2009); in our case we used a uniform and size-independent distribution of forces acting on the portion of rooted soil. The first assumption hypothesizes that the force distribution is not related to the position of the last-broken root; the second hypothesis assigns a constant value of stress force to each survived root, independently from its size.

In forests, generally, the plant density is high enough to cause root systems to overlap, making a dense root network which binds one plant to another. Generally, in fact, a continuous mattress of roots permeates the forest soil (Sakals and Sidle, 2004; Faser et al., 2005, Brisson and Reynolds, 1994; Casper et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2010b).

In such a context, when a layer of soil slips down, two shear surfaces have to be considered: a basal surface at depth $z$ and a vertical (or lateral) surface between the soil surface and $z$ (Schmidt et al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003). The whole reinforcement due to the presence of the root system, as a consequence, is due to the contribution of basal and lateral roots, $C_b$ and $C_l$, respectively. Bischetti et al. (2005) proposed to use eq. (8) for the basal cohesion estimation, and for the lateral cohesion the following equation:

$$c_r(Z) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \left[ C_j \frac{\Delta z_j}{Z} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $M$ is the number of $j$ layers of depth $\Delta z_j$; that, for constant depth classes $\Delta z_j$, the mean value of basal root cohesion along depth $Z$.

Data used in the present work derive from field work analyses executed in sites closed to the study area during a previous research project granted by Regione Lombardia-Agricultural Division.

RAR data were obtained for several dug profiles following the root-wall technique (Burke and Raynal 1994; Schmid and Kazda 2001, 2002; Vincelli et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1997) and applying image analysis (Vogt and Persson, 1991). For each image, roots were manually digitized, obtaining RAR values at depth increments of 10 cm (Bischetti et al., 2009).

Tensile strength of roots was obtained applying the testing procedure described in Bischetti et al. (2003, 2009). Roots were collected from each profile and either immediately tested or preserved in a 15% alcohol solution for some weeks without losses of mechanical properties (Meyer and Gottschke, 1971; Bischetti et al., 2005).

Finally, knowing the Tr and RAR values, root cohesion is determined by applying the model of W&W, coupled with FBM, according to Bischetti et al. (2009).

**Including root cohesion into SINMAP**

In a raster-based GIS framework, each cell of dimension $l$ represents a portion of land where characteristics are homogeneous. In forested hillslopes, root density is commonly so high that resistance forces are over 10 times the proper soil cohesion (c.g. Abernethy and Rutherford, 2001; Schmidt et al., 2001; Bischetti et al., 2005; Bischetti et al., 2009; Hales et al., 2009), supporting the assumptions that the rooted layer of the whole cell works as a unique, homogeneous material and that it interacts with the adjacent cells.

Schmidt et al. (2001) introduced the effect of lateral roots cohesion, $c_{r,l}$, in the infinite slope equilibrium formula (eq. 1), considering a lateral area, $A_l$, and a basal area, $A_b$, where the basal root cohesion, $C_{rb}$, works:

$$FS = A_r c_{r,b} + A_s c_{r,h} + A_c c_{r,c} + A_i \left( \frac{\gamma' D - \gamma' W}{\sin\beta} \right) \cos^2 \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Rewriting eq. 10 in the form of SINMAP (eq. 3), the Factor of Safety becomes:

$$FS = \frac{A_r c_{r,b} + A_s c_{r,h} + A_c c_{r,c} + A_i \left( \frac{\gamma' D - \gamma' W}{\sin\beta} \right) \cos^2 \phi}{A_r \gamma' s \cdot D \cdot \sin\beta \cdot \cos\beta}$$

and the SINMAP cohesion factor, $C$ (see eq. 2) assumes the form:

$$C = \frac{c_{r,b} + c_{r,h} + c_{r,c} \cdot \frac{A_i}{A_r}}{\gamma' \cdot h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where the influence of lateral roots for a pixel size block is estimated as $A_i / A_r$ of lateral root cohesion value; $A_i$ is calculated as three times the pixel dimension ($l$) times the depth of the sliding surface in order to consider the effect of all the roots surrounding the sliding block and $A_r$ is $FS$.

In applying SINMAP, shear surface depth setting is a key point as expressed in eq. 2 and 12.

**Workflow: model setup and evaluation of different sliding depth**

Application of the stability model to the study area in order to investigate the effect of root systems on slope stability is described in the workflow of Figure 3.

First of all (step 1 in Figure 3), a Multiple Calibration Region of the model was carried out working on a set of calibration parameters ($PHI, C$ and $T/R$), different for each calibration region according to forest classes (see the study area section): 1) Evergreen coniferous forests, 2) Hydric forests, 3) Sweet chestnut woods, 4) European beech woods, 5) Anthropic “disturbed” forest, 6) Deciduous coniferous forests and 7) Thermophilous forests.
A regular grid size DEM with 20 m spacing (Territorial Information System of Regione Lombardia) was used for elevation. Past shallow landslides needed for model calibration and validation come from the landslide inventory of Regione Lombardia, IFFI (Ceriani and Fossati, 2006); a total of 101 events, dating from 1982, were taken into account and each event has been represented by a point marker.

Geotechnical properties have been assumed to be the same for all regions. Soil cohesion has been taken as negligible, soil friction angle (PHI) ranging between 20° and 30° (AA.VV., 2008) and soil unit density 20 kN/m³ (Tofani et al., 2006). The results of step 1 were: 1) the calibrated threshold values of TR and C parameters (PHI values were taken as fixed), 2) the WMSR index for each calibration region and 3) stability index (SI) and saturation maps.

Multi-scenario approach was implemented (step 2 in Figure 3) starting from the root profile analysis. Root Area Ratio (RAR) and TR were collected from field surveys and laboratory tests, and root cohesion values were estimated by the method previously illustrated. For each of the seven calibration regions the minimum and maximum value of C, calculated for each depth class (from 0.05 to 2.05 meters in depth) and SINMAP was run under 21 scenarios.

Minimum and maximum cohesion values at each depth were turned into C parameters, including the local cell-specific value of slope. The minimum C value was obtained considering only root basal cohesion while maximum values were estimated by eq. 9; in both cases, soil cohesion was considered negligible.

Multi-scenario tests resulted in a set of SI and saturation maps and a set of WMSR.

Results
RAR and root cohesion values
A synopsis of the mean root density and the associated cohesion is reported in Figure 4 where RAR, basal cohesion, Cr bas, and total cohesion, Cr tot, are plotted against depth.

RAR distribution values follow, as is well-known, a decreasing trend with depth; in regions 1, 4, 5 and 6 the trend is very pronounced, whereas in regions 2, 3 and 7 it is less so. In the first case the maximum density near the surface arrives at values close to 1.5-2.0% (total RAR), in the second the values are in the order of 0.5%. In all cases RAR approaches zero between 1.5 and 2.0 m, except for region 6 where roots are not present below 1 m.

Root cohesion (basal and total) decreases according to RAR distribution. As a consequence, maximum values of root cohesion are obviously located near the surface and decrease with depth. Root cohesion ranges between surface layers and 1 m: 15.11 to 1.78 kPa for evergreen coniferous, 12.13 to 1.35 kPa for hydric forests, 4.19 to 1.28 kPa for sweet chestnut woods, 21.76 to 2.43 kPa for European beech, 21.20 to 5.80 kPa for disturbed forests, 3.92 to 0.89 kPa for deciduous conifers, 8.60 to 1.57 kPa for thermophilous forests (Figure 4). Generally root cohesion approaches zero between 1.5 and 2.0 m, except for region 6 (deciduous conifer forest) where there is no root effect below 1 m.

Basal root cohesion reflects the trend of RAR distribution with two differences: 1) cohesion values are affected by a lower variability with respect to RAR along the descending trend, and 2) local increases in root cohesion are apparently not justified by corresponding local RAR values. Both of these effects are a consequence of the distribution of fine roots into soil layers. In the first case, in fact, total RAR values are mainly affected by the presence of thick roots that are not uniformly distributed in the soil profile. In the second case, there is an effect of the distribution of fine roots (which have greater Tr values), which are concentrated at 40-50 cm below the ground surface in deciduous conifer forests (region 6), whereas they are mainly at 95-135 cm and 75-115 cm in disturbed forests (region 5) and thermophilous forests (region 7) respectively.

distributions vary between different forest category: evergreen coniferous forests, beech woods and deciduous coniferous forests (regions 1, 4 and 6) show a clear difference between the high intensity rooted zone and low intensity-rooted zone; hydric forests, sweet chestnut woods and thermophilous forests (regions 2, 3 and 7) show a uniform descending trend; anthropic “disturbed” forest (region 5) shows a two-step shape with a higher rooted zone until 0.65 m in depth and a decreasing shape to null values after this limit.

Due to the relatively small influence of the lateral surface with respect to the basal area of an hypothetical sliding cell-size block, differences between basal and total cohesion values (the last calculated as summation between basal and a weighted portion of the lateral cohesion, see eq. 12) are generally very small.

Standard SINMAP calibration
Charts of the relation between slope and contributing area for each calibration region (Pack et al., 1998; 2005) are reported in Figure 7: vertical lines represent stability index threshold and horizontal lines are saturation limits. The best fitting condition is obtained when most of landslide phenomena (black points in Figure 7) fall between the lower threshold (FS = 1.0) and defined and (FS = 0.0) breaking lines. The best calibration condition happens when most of the landslides fall into the higher threshold class (e.g. Figure 7, region 7). In some cases, however, past landslides fall into stable classes (e.g. Figure 7, regions 1, 2, 4, 7) or defended areas (e.g. Figure 7, regions 1, 7); such cases should be considered as failures of the model settings or limits in the theory.

The parameter values giving the best fit are: TR between 500 and 1000 for all calibration regions, C (minimum and maximum) varying considerably between different forest categories: 0.17 – 0.26 (region 1), 0.0 – 0.36 (region 2), 0.09 – 0.17 (region 3), 0.13 – 0.54 (region 4), 0.0 – 0.13 (region 5), 0.1 – 0.1 (region 6), 0.12 – 0.27 (region 7). Region 6 shows a unique value of C, i.e. all the variability is given by the PHI extremes.

The Modified Weighted Success Rates, MWSR, giving a measure of goodness of the calibration procedure, are: 63% (region 1), 43% (region 2), 58% (region 3), 63% (region 4), 74% (region 5), 70% (region 6), 63% (region 7). The average score is 62%.
Statistics from the calibration scenario, as reported in Table 1, show, according to the SI classes, how most of the land covered by forest is susceptible to manifest instability: 59% (region 1), 81% (region 2), 65% (region 3), 87% (region 4), 55% (region 5), 34% (region 6) and 70% (region 7). Only region 6 shows an instability region percentage less than 50%, but only because a consistent part of this region (56%) is characterized by defended areas (most of them rocks). Regions can also be ordered by their landslide density (Table 1): deciduous coniferous forests (region 6 - 0.09 landslides/km²), evergreen coniferous forests (region 1 - 0.12 landslides/km²), European beech woods (region 4 - 0.16 landslides/km²), thermophilous forests (region 7 - 0.23 landslides/km²), sweet chestnut woods (region 3 - 0.24 landslides/km²), anthropic “disturbed” forests (region 5 - 0.43 landslides/km²), and hydric forests (region 2 - 0.46 landslides/km²).

**Figure 4.** Average total RAR, basal and total cohesion for each depth class and calibration region; horizontal grey lines indicate significant changes in total RAR distribution (threshold value = 0.1%), black dot and dashed lines are the depth with the best WMSR for each calibration region (* = total RAR values exceed the limit of 2%).

**Multiple depth scenarios results**

According to the workflow (Figure 3 - step 2), for each set of root cohesion values obtained by field and laboratory data (Figure 4), different shearing depths were considered in order to obtain different $C$ values and to run SINMAP under different scenarios. The model performance (in terms of the resulting WMSR) for each depth and calibration region is presented in Figure 6 and Table 2.

WMSR values show a difference in model performance with depth. At small values of depth (i.e. the most superficial soil layer), WMSR is always low; the value of 33% obtained in any case means that only stable areas are correctly modelled by SINMAP, i.e. all the region (or most of it) falls into the stable class.

At deeper layers the model’s performance varies; in some cases WMSR is higher (about 60%), in others it is the same and in others again it is lower (less than 20%).

Maximum WMSR values are generally comparable with WMSR obtained from the complete calibration procedure, except for regions 4 and 5, where the values differ for over 10% of the scores with respect to standard calibration.

The best performance (highest WMSR value) of the model for the different regions was obtained for depth values that were relatively constant, ranging between 55 and 75 cm, except for region 5 (anthropic “disturbed” forest) where the maximum is at 145 cm in depth.

In Table 3, total RAR, root cohesion and $C$ factor thresholds are reported for each “best WMSR depth”. Note that the SINMAP cohesion factor is calculated locally for each grid cell, while in Table 3, the $C$ factors are determined assuming the average terrain slope calculated in each calibration region.

**Discussion**

**RAR distribution and root cohesion value**

As shown in Figure 4, root density, expressed by RAR, follows a decreasing trend, as commonly reported in many studies (e.g. Bischetti et al., 2005; 2009; Macinnis-Ng et al., 2009; Abdi et al., 2010). Differences related to forest category (at least for the considered species) can be significant in terms of both maximum values and rate of decreasing with depth. Evergreen coniferous and deciduous forests, European beech woods and anthropic forests show the highest values of total RAR (maximum values exceed 2%), whereas hydric forests, sweet chestnut woods and thermophilous forests have maximum RAR values less than 1%.

In terms of depth, instead, all forest categories have roots at depth between 1.5 and 2.0 m, except deciduous coniferous forests where roots stop at about 1 m.
Table 1. Statistics from standard calibration procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Stable Area [km²]</th>
<th>Moderately Stable Area [km²]</th>
<th>Quasi-stable Area [km²]</th>
<th>Lower Threshold [km²]</th>
<th>Upper Threshold [km²]</th>
<th>Defended Total [km²]</th>
<th>Total [km²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>7.682</td>
<td>4.622</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>28.501</td>
<td>27.520</td>
<td>14.276</td>
<td>93.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>2.436</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>10.138</td>
<td>12.696</td>
<td>1.858</td>
<td>28.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>1.525</td>
<td>5.824</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>4.521</td>
<td>21.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 4</td>
<td>2.522</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>3.452</td>
<td>39.284</td>
<td>15.854</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>63.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 5</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.801</td>
<td>2.046</td>
<td>9.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 6</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>2.395</td>
<td>6.169</td>
<td>11.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 7</td>
<td>3.348</td>
<td>1.544</td>
<td>3.966</td>
<td>21.951</td>
<td>33.369</td>
<td>14.372</td>
<td>78.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data on root density distributions obtained in the present study are coherent with a qualitative description of soil profiles under forests. Schematically and with simplification, a soil profile under the forest canopy can be divided into different layers (Figure 5): a highly rooted zone (HRZ) commonly identified as the organic and A horizons, in our cases 30-50 cm depth, a low rooted zone (LRZ) generally identified as the B horizon, and a non-rooted soil layer (NRZ) identified as C horizon or bedrock. Many studies in forest ecology show that most of the root biomass is concentrated in the first layer and rapidly decreases after this depth (e.g. Macinnis-Ng et al., 2009; Finér et al., 2011). Roots, in fact, tend to grow near the surface because of the richness of nutrients, water and gases. Nonetheless, plant roots can run very long in depth (meters below soil surface) if the above factors are limited in shallower layers, but their density dramatically decreases with depth.
Table 2. MWSR for different depth of soil (Multi-scenario SINMAP application).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calibration</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Basal and total root cohesion ($C_{rb}$ and $C_{rt}$) and total RAR ($RAR_t$) at each most potential sliding depth; mean region slope and $C$ factor threshold for each calibration region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>$Z_s$ (m)</th>
<th>$C_{rb}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$C_{rt}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$RAR_t$ (-)</th>
<th>slope (°)</th>
<th>$C_{min}$ (-)</th>
<th>$C_{max}$ (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAR distribution is obviously affected by different local factors such as soil properties, species, aspect, morphology, position with respect to the main plants (Abdi et al., 2010), water availability, content of nutrients, etc. The interpretation of RAR distribution with respect to environmental factors is currently one of the topics under discussion in the scientific community, and it is beyond the objectives of the present paper. The illustrated scheme, however, is very useful in slope stability modelling, with particular reference to the potential sliding surface depth for the different forest categories.

**Standard calibration**

Standard calibration of SINMAP was based on $T/R$ and $C$ estimation by means of SA plots. Figure 7 shows a good agreement between observed landslides and model results: most of the events fall into the instability classes; outliers are probably due to errors in input data and limits of the physical model, as shown by Tarolli and Tarboton (2006).

The results show that most of the forested areas fall into the unstable condition. Such a result seems to reflect the site condition of forested slopes: high steepness and tendency to accumulate subsurface flow (i.e. convergent areas).

European beech woods (region 4), in particular, are the region which appears the most prone to manifest landslides although the density of actual landslides is in the same order of magnitude as other regions (Table 1). This can be explained by difficulties in mapping past landslides in densely covered areas that reduce the ability of remote recognition and field surveys (Brardinoni et al., 2003).

Hydric forests (region 2) and deciduous coniferous forests (region 6) are well interpreted by the model; the first has a considerable amount of unstable area coupled with the maximum value in landslide density, whereas the second has the smallest unstable area and the lowest landslide density (Table 1).

The range of the holistic hydrological parameter, $T/R$, which is the same for each calibration region, is lower than that proposed by the original Authors of the SINMAP model (Pack et al., 1998; 2005), but in agreement with other studies (e.g. Meisina and Scarabelli, 2007; Deb and El-Kadi, 2009; Bischetti and Chiaradia, 2010). The interpretation of the hydrological parameters is a difficult task since it summaries different factors related to the translocation of water in soil and the influences of land use and morphology in the determination of landslide-
triggering rain events. According to the SINMAP Authors (Pack et al., 1998; 2005) the T/R parameters should be read as the planar upload slope necessary to obtain near-saturation conditions.

Figure 5. Rooted profile schema (left) and actual case with landslide in beech woods in Val Seriana (right).

Figure 6. WMSR for each calibration region at different depths.

The C parameter assumes values similar to those reported in the bibliography (Pack et al., 1998; 2005; Meisina and Scarabelli, 2007; Bischetti and Chiaradia, 2010). Because the C factor includes both cohesion and the depth of the sliding surface, it is not possible to extract the actual contribution of the root system to slope stability without knowing the soil thickness.

### Sliding depth determination

By adopting the multiple depth scenarios approach, the best root cohesion-sliding depth combination for each region has been obtained. This operation, which is a sort of back analysis of the past landslides in each region, was made possible by means of the use of the WMSR. The results seem to be robust in all calibration regions, except in regions 5 and 6 (anthropic “disturbed” forest and deciduous coniferous forest), where values of WMSR close to the best fitting condition extend to the maximum depth (2.05 meters), probably because of a lack of occurred landslides data.

Results show that the “best” sliding depth is always between 0.55 and 0.75 m, except in anthropic “disturbed” forest, where it is at 1.45 meters. Such findings agree with studies concerning sliding depth in forest areas (Schmidt et al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003) where sliding depths have been observed to range between 0.5 and 1 meter. In other cases, the sliding surface was hypothesized at depths up to 2 meters (e.g. Deb and El-Kadi, 2009) but study areas were located in deep volcanic soils.

In Figure 4, it can be observed that the “best” sliding depth is very close to the depth where total RAR values are less than 0.1%, except in region 5 where the difference in depth between the predicted sliding surface and the total RAR threshold is 0.2 m (see grey horizontal line in figure 4); RAR values for each sliding depth are: 0.05 (region 1), 0.07 (region 2), 0.06 (regions 3, 6 and 7), 0.01 (regions 4 and 5); the average value is 0.7 (Table 3).

At the same depths additional root cohesion values are always significant, basal root cohesion varies from 0.65 kPa (region 5) to 3.51 kPa (region 2), while total root cohesion varies from 2.40 kPa (region 6) to 4.34 (region 2), because of the influence of upper roots distribution.

In shallow landslides, it is commonly accepted that the critical depth occurs where a saturated layer rises and generally such a condition is a consequence of the combination of a permeable layer standing on another less permeable one. The presence of roots increases macropores and the richness of these last can induce great modification in the hydrological properties of soil, i.e. conductivity (Macinnis-Ng et al., 2009).

Under the above assumptions, the hypothetical sliding surface can be traced at soil depth corresponding to 0.1% of total RAR.

### Conclusive remarks

The use of a spatially distributed model permits us to analyse the risk susceptibility for shallow landsliding. In this paper, the stability model SINMAP was applied to a mountainous area in order to include soil reinforcement exerted by root systems of forest species, drawing some advantages in respect to standard applications.

First of all, standard calibration of SINMAP can be carried out for both single and multiple regions calibration. In general, a multiple regions calibration approach should be preferred in order to account for spatial heterogeneity in hydrologic and geotechnical soil properties, but it requires more landslide data than the single region approach. In such a perspective, the present work shows that forest categories can be effective in identifying the different regions, where model parameters can be considered uniform.

The results obtained, moreover, according to the literature (e.g. Meisina and Scarabelli, 2007; Deb and El-Kadi, 2009; Bischetti and Chiaradia, 2010) show that SINMAP is more sensitive to the C than the T/R factor. The estimation of C, as a consequence, is a relevant issue in applying SINMAP and the use of information concerning root cohesion values with respect to depth has been proven to be very useful in order to estimate C without calibration, limiting the request of landslide data.

In each forest region, root cohesion values can be added to soil cohesion (if present), whereas the potential sliding surface can be derived from the analysis of RAR decay. The change in RAR values, in fact, seems to represent also a change in hydraulic conductivity which induces water accumulation at a depth where the transition from a densely rooted layer to a less densely rooted one occurs. The consequent saturation combined with a decrease in root cohesion makes such a depth the most probable for sliding.

In our case, for different forest categories, taking the sliding surface at the depth where RAR values drop below 0.1% led to the same model performance (quantitatively measured by MWSR) as that obtained by standard calibration.
The advantage of such an approach consists in the possibility of using the multiple region approach also when data on observed landslides are scarce and only one region can be considered. In such cases, in fact, data could be used to calibrate the $T/R$ factor range for the whole area, whereas forest categories could be used to estimate the $C$ factors for the different regions.

The findings of the present work on the potential sliding depth and root cohesion values at different depths can be used regardless of the stability model adopted.

The linkage between forest categories and sliding depth and root cohesion, finally, can be used by foresters and decision-makers in order to adopt management strategies for forest areas prone to shallow landsliding.
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